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The Dragon's Wrath: Shadows in the Flame (Volume 3) takes off immediately where Ashes of the

Fallen (Volume 2) left off, resuming with Sigurd's war and his desire to create and construct a

kingdom in the North. As new challenges and old faces both suddenly appear, he finds himself

mired in a conflict far beyond his control. Attempting to push through despite the odds, one man

attempts to change the fate of thousands.This is Volume Three of a multi-part series and is not a

standalone novel.Volume 1: .com/dp/B00W2L8VGUVolume 2: .com/dp/B012SS9JAS
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Another great read! Characters continue to be developed and the plot kept me up reading just to

see how it goes. Brent has, imho, improved with each book!Definitely a book to read if you like

adventure, magic, and the sense of gameplay. But please start with his first book.Now I'mAnxiously

awaiting book 4!

I absolutely loved this book! This was the best of the three. You are definitely getting better. I too

wished you would give us the rewards at the end, but i can wait. If you love LitRPGs, fantasy,



MMOs, town building, monster hunting, PvP warring....then this book is for you.

This books was amazing and definitely met my expectations! Fight scenes were intense and I liked

the changes that put us into the heads of a couple of different characters and allowed us to see the

MC in a different light. I also liked the fact that such scenes weren't a majority of the book. Had just

the right mix of the two. Massive battles, magic, growth of the settlement...the world building is

awesome. Advanced the story and left us waiting for more. Can't wait for book 4! Haha although I

wish we had gotten to see what the rewards were for the Call to Arms. Overall though well worth the

money and time to read.

I started this because it popped up on my recommended reading list. I am glad it did. This was an

enthralling series and I read all three books through to the neglect of other important things. I have

greatly enjoyed this series. I loved the world building and the action scenes, how they are

intertwined and you get to have both happening in the book instead of either or. This series reminds

me of a couple of great anime series, Log Horizon and Sword Art Online (at least their first seasons

when they were good), and the very good world building in the Terry Mancour Spell Monger series

(though his is more either or).This next is to the author, I desired to know 1) how the

proficiencies/levels/attributes were progressing after major action, even the NPC levels. During the

NPC faction wars, the MC cast numerous high level Lightning magic spells on Player Characters,

did any skills increase? How much? After killing the Giant Squid and gaining a boat load of XP, what

happened the character's level? Did this increase the proficiency of lightning magic? How much?

Does killing a Player Character add experience? How much? Does using your knives in battle

increase their proficiency or only if you win the battle? I just desired to know how the character stats

were moving. I think it would make a more transfixing novel to add some of that. Too much would be

bad, but I think the balance right now is in the too little range.Also, you promised the leather worker

a helper within the week. Maybe a week had not gone by at the end of the book, but I never saw

your MC fulfill that promise, or handle the issue with the ratio of men to women (though most of the

new high level NPC's were women, this was not stated as having helped or was even a

consideration toward that issue). Great Book. Looking forward to the next one. Thanks!

Excellent follow-up to Book 2, often a series will lose steam as the 3rd book rolls around, but Brent

has done an excellent job at keeping the series suspenseful and engaging. Looking forward to more

Sigurd in book 4.



Probably my favorite of the series so far. I did find my attention wandering a little in the beginning,

which was a relatively low stress/drama portion, but once past that, I was strongly pulled in. Besides

a host of new action and dramatic confrontations, the MC *finally* started to interact more with other

players, instead of mostly being a lone wolf. Well, he still is, but not as much. Still very interested in

how things will continue in future books of the series. Kudos to the author for putting out entertaining

books at a pretty fast pace.

Loved the book. The first book was great. The second book bordered between good and passable

just barely coming down on the 'good' side. But this book totally makes up for all of that with another

box office smasher.Action, magic, settlement building, mob hunting, warfare and grand strategic

warfare with a hint of skullduggery thrown in for good measure. This book has it all.I have to say I'm

looking forward to book for much more than I was for book 3. But after reading it I'm pumped

again!The Deposed King

I have been eagerly waiting the release of this book and wasn't disappointed. I loved the mix

between city building, questing, and PVP. Especially, loved the epic battle!
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